Liver toxicity prediction with stereotactic body radiation therapy: The impact of accounting for fraction size.
Current liver SBRT protocols rely on the calculation of "effective volume" without accounting for the biologic effect of fraction size to estimate the risk of liver toxicity, which subsequently defines tumor prescription doses. This study compared effective volume and liver toxicity predictions with and without correction for fraction size. The effective volume was determined for 18 liver SBRT plans with and without biologic normalization using the linear quadratic formula. Lyman-Kutcher-Burman normal tissue complication probability models estimated the risk of liver toxicity. Effective volumes and corresponding toxicity predictions were compared with and without biologic normalization. Accounting for the biologic difference of larger fraction size reduced the effective volume in all treatment plans compared with the unadjusted effective volume (median effective volume 0.21 vs 0.32). The lower effective volume with biologic normalization substantially reduced the estimated risk of liver toxicity (average risk of toxicity 32% vs 4.5%). This study demonstrates that accounting for the biologic effect of fraction size with effective volume significantly decreases predicted hepatic toxicity, which suggests that the risk of liver toxicity may be overestimated in clinical practice if biologic normalization is omitted. The effective volume toxicity model has proven safe in prospective clinical trials, though safe dose escalation with liver SBRT may be feasible.